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Abstract

Event-based cameras offer reliable measurements for
preforming computer vision tasks in high-dynamic range
environments and during fast motion maneuvers. However,
adopting deep learning in event-based vision faces the chal-
lenge of annotated data scarcity due to recency of event
cameras. Transferring the knowledge that can be obtained
from conventional camera annotated data offers a practi-
cal solution to this challenge. We develop an unsupervised
domain adaptation algorithm for training a deep network
for event-based data image classification using contrastive
learning and uncorrelated conditioning of data. Our solu-
tion outperforms the existing algorithms for this purpose.

1. Introduction

Inspired by biological visual systems, event-based cam-
eras are designed to measure image pixels independently
and asynchronously through recording changes in bright-
ness, compared to a reference brightness level [25]. A
stream of events is measured which encodes the location,
time, and polarity of the intensity changes. Compared to
conventional frame-based cameras, they offer high dynamic
range, high temporal resolution, and low latency which
make them ideal imaging devices for preforming computer
vision (CV) tasks that involve high dynamic range and fast
movements. Despite this promising prospect, adopting arti-
ficial intelligence and particularly deep learning to automate
CV tasks in this domain is challenging. The primary reason
is that training deep neural networks relies on manually an-
notated large datasets [49]. However, annotated event-data
is scarce due to the recency of these cameras: event-based
data represent only 3.14% of existing vision data [18].

Unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) [10] is a learn-
ing framework to train a model for a target domain with
unannotated data through transferring knowledge from a
secondary source domain with annotated data. The core

idea in UDA is to reduce the distributional domain gap by
mapping data from both domains into a shared domain-
agnostic embedding space [1, 2, 55, 36, 45, 46, 47]. Al-
though event-based and frame-based cameras are signifi-
cantly different, the intrinsic relationship between their out-
puts through the real-world relates the information content
of the outputs considerably. As a result, a frame-based an-
notated dataset can be served as a source domain for an
event-based domain as the target domain in the context of
a UDA problem. Even if the related frame-based data is
unannotated, annotating frame-based data is much simpler.

The above possibility has led to a line of UDA algorithms
for event-based CV tasks. Initial works in this area consider
datasets with paired events and frames, i.e., the pixel-level
recordings describe the same input [18, 63]. Despite be-
ing effective, these methods are highly limited because they
consider that both measurement types are preformed simul-
taneously. Recently, a few UDA algorithms have been de-
veloped for unpaired event-based data [43, 32]. An effec-
tive idea is to use the idea of translation in UDA [34] and
generate events for corresponding video data [12, 19]. An
alternative idea is to generate event-based annotated data
synthetically [41] and use it as the source domain [39].

We develop a new UDA algorithm for event-based data
using unpaired frame-based data. Our contribution is two-
fold. First, we use contrastive learning in combination with
data augmentation to improve the model generalizability.
The idea is to project different augmentation types of one
object to a latent representation and train an encoder to
maintain identities for all augmentation types. Second, we
introduce an uncorrelated conditioning loss term. The new
loss term is used to regularize the model with additional in-
formation: the latent vector representation of an object un-
der event cameras should be uncorrelated to how the object
looks like under event cameras. Experiments show that our
method leads to learning a better representation of events in
an unsupervised fashion. Our results indicate 2.0% on Cal-
tech101 → N-Caltech101 and 3.7% on CIFA10 → CIFA10-
DVS performance improvements over state-of-the-art.
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2. Related Work

Unsupervised Domain Adaptation for Frame-Based
Tasks: UDA has been explored extensively in CV when
both domains are frame-based measurements from the same
modality [59]. The core idea for UDA in frame-based
tasks is to train an encoder that is shared across the two
domains and map the training data points from both do-
mains into the shared domain-agnostic latent embedding
space, i.e., modeled as the encoder output space. As a re-
sult, if we use the source domain labeled data and train a
classifier that receives its input from the embedding space,
it will generalize well on the target domain. The domain-
agnostic embedding has been learned primarily using ei-
ther generative adversarial learning [17, 50, 37, 62, 28, 30]
or by minimizing a suitable distribution alignment loss
term [27, 11, 29, 21, 48, 53, 44] in the UDA literature.
In the first approach for UDA, the generator subnetwork
within the generative adversarial learning architecture [14]
is served as the shared encoder which is trained to com-
pete against a discriminative subnetwork to learn a domain-
agnostic, yet discriminating embedding space. As a re-
sult of this process, the two distributions are aligned indi-
rectly at the output of the generative subnetwork. In the
second approach, the distance between the empirical distri-
butions of the two domains is measured at the output of the
shared encoder, e.g., using sliced Wasserstein distance dis-
tance [52, 54, 54], and the encoder is then trained such that
that distance is minimized directly.

Unsupervised Domain Adaptation for Event-Based
Tasks: despite the challenge of annotated data scarcity for
event-based data, only recently some works have tried to
benefit from UDA framework to address tasks with unanno-
tated event-based data. The reason is that when the source
and the target domain have different modalities, e.g., frame-
based and event-based data, the distribution gap between
the two domains is significantly larger. For this reason, us-
ing a shared encoder may not be applicable for aligning
the distributions. However, we can benefit from the spe-
cial case of image-to-image translation [34] from the UDA
literature. The core idea of image-to-image translation is to
map images from either of the two domains to the other do-
main using a generative model. As a result, we can match
the distributions directly at the input image space of one
of the domains. For example, if we translate the target
domain images to the source domain, we can directly use
the source-trained classifier. For this reason, a group of
exiting works translate event data frame-based images us-
ing adversarial training [57, 58, 7]. A major limitation for
these works is that we require paired image-event data that
is measured on the same scene to learn cross-domain cor-
respondences. This is a strong limitation because it means

that we should measure and generate paired data to build
new datasets which in some applications is not even feasi-
ble, e.g., when event and frame sensors are used in different
lighting conditions. This requirement has been relaxed by
separating domain-agnostic features, e.g. geometric struc-
tures, from the domain-specific feature, e.g., texture [61].
Another existing approach to tackle this challenge is to ben-
efit from the idea of video-to-event translation using gener-
ative models with proper architecture. The goal is to con-
vert frame-based video into synthetic event-based data to
train the model directly in the event space. To this end, we
can either rely on model-based translation [43, 12, 19] or
data-driven translation [63]. These methods are still lim-
ited because they can only translate videos to events, thus
making them inapplicable to image datasets which form the
majority of existing datasets. The work most similar to our
work splits the embedding space into shared and sensor-
specific features. An event generation model is then used
to align both domains [32]. In our work, we benefit from
contrastive learning to improve model generalizability and
define a novel loss term that makes representations of ob-
jects uncorrelated to their even-based measurements. Our
experiments demonstrate that our contributions can help to
achieve the performance level of supervised learning using
UDA, relaxing the need for data annotation in some cases.

3. Domain Adaptation from Frames to Events
Our goal is to train a model on labeled frames (RGB

images) and then use the trained network on events data,
without requiring any labeled events. More importantly, we
assume that paired frames and event data is not accessible
for our task of interest. Figure 1 presents samples of paired
frame and event data for two common event-based datasets.
As it can be seen, the pairs are significantly more different
than benchmarks that are used in the frame-based UDA lit-
erature, e.g., Office-Home [56] or DomainNet [38] dataset.
For this reason, UDA is a challenging problem for tasks
that have event-based and frame-based data as their target
and source domains. Note, however, event and frame-based
cameras capture scene in physical work that share strong in-
formation overlap which makes knowledge transfer across
these two domain feasible. The idea that we will explore is
to align the content representations obtained from events to
the ones from frames so that we can use the frame classifier.

More specifically, consider that we have access to unan-
notated event data instance ye along with annotated frame-
based image data yf that are drawn from the event domain
Ye and the frame domain Yf , respectively. Our goal is to
map ye and yf into a shared domain-agnostic embedding
space Z . We refer to this space as content space because
the goal is to learn it such that shared information con-
tent can be represented in the shared embedding space. Let
Ef (·), Ee,cont(·) be two suitable deep encoders that project
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Figure 1: Randomly drawn frame (row 1, Caltech101[60])
and event (row 2, N-Caltech101[35]) pairs

frames to the content feature space and events to the con-
tent feature space. We use two independent encoders due
to the large domain gap between these two domains. Also,
let C(·) denote a classifier network that maps the extracted
content features to the label space. Since frames and their
labels are provided, we can easily use standard supervised
learning to train the neural network C(Ef (yf )) using em-
pirical risk minimization for predicting frame labels.

Our ultimate goal is to train a model for event domain.
However, the above approach is not applicable to the event
domain because the labels are missing. The idea that we
would like to use is to align event content representation
Ee,cont(ye) with frame content representation Ef (yf ). If
we have access to paired event-frame data, we can just sim-
ply use a point-wise loss function to align the data points,
but we are considering a more practical setting, where we
don’t have frame-event pairs. We develop an algorithm for
this purpose. Upon aligning the two domains, we can clas-
sify the even data using the model C(Ee,cont(ye)).

4. Proposed Method

The architecture of our framework is presented in Figure
2. Our core idea is to benefit from adversarial training and
generate fake events from content features of frame images
such that they look like real events. As a byproduct of gen-
erative adversarial learning, the content features from both
domain are aligned indirectly. As shown in Figure 2, an
image encoder and an event encoder generate features that
represent the content inside images and events, respectively.
The output space of these two encoders share the same di-
mension. The content features are then fed into the clas-
sifier to predict labels. The goal is to train these encoders
such that event content representations have the same distri-
bution of the frame content representations in Z . Addition-
ally, we have a second event encoder Ee,att(·) that generates
feature attributes that intuitively correspond to how objects
look like under an event camera. The frame content and
the event attribute are sent to a decoder to generate a fake
event. The fake event and the frame are sent to a refine-
ment network to get a fake event with a higher quality. This
fake event should contain the content inside the frame and
present the content under an event camera. Clearly, if the
fake event looks realistic, it means that the shared content

encodes shared information from events and frames.

Figure 2: Architecture for our method during training. During
testing, only event content encoder and classifier are needed.

To close the adversarial learning architecture, we also
use a content discriminator network Dcont(·) to discrimi-
nate whether the content representation is from an event or
an image. This network is trained against both encoders to
learn domain-agnostic content features. To enforce more
constraints, we also rely on an idea similar to cycleGAN
[64]. The generated fake event is fed into the two event
encoders and its event attribute and event content are com-
puted. They are compared with the ones which generated
the fake event using L1 loss. To generate fake events that
are realistic, we consider a second discriminator network
Devent(·) used to discriminate real and fake events. Since
the fake event is generated from content features which we
know its label, the content feature of the fake event is also
sent to the classifier for further training. The choice for en-
coders and the classifier is a design choice. We can also use
similar architectures for the three encoders for simplicity.
To implement the above constraints, we define the following
loss terms and solve the underlying cumulative optimization
problem according to the architecture presented in Figure 2:

• Classification loss on frames, Lcls,frame, assumed to
be a Cross Entropy loss function.

• Classification loss on fake events, Lcls,fake, Cross
Entropy loss on classification of fake events.

• Decoder output loss, Ldecoder: it consists of two
terms. The first term approximates the event version
of a frame image according ℓ1 loss by the work of Gal-
lego, Guillermo et al[9]. The second term enforces cy-
cle consistency [64] for improvement. The decoded
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outputs of event attribute of fake events and frame con-
tents are enforced to be close to the decoded output of
event attributed of real event and frame content.

• Cycle loss on feature representations of contents
and attributes: Lcyc,cont and Lcyc,att These are ℓ1
losses imposed on the features used to generate the
fake events and the features extracted from them:

Lcyc,cont = ||Ef (yf )− Ee,cont(fake)||1
Lcyc,att = ||Ee,att(ye)− Ee,att(fake)||1

(1)

• Content Discriminator: There is a discriminator net-
work to differentiate frame content and event content.
The purpose of this discriminator is to make frame
content features and event content features have the
same distribution. Denoted g(·) = log(sigmoid(·))
and h(·) = log(1 − sigmoid(·)). We use relativistic
average discriminator[20] loss as follows:

Ldis,cont =
1

N

∑
{g[Dcont(Ef (yf ))−

1

N

∑
Dcont(Ee,cont(ye))]+

h[Dcont(Ee,cont(ye))−
1

N

∑
Dcont(Ef (yf ))]}

(2)

• Generative Loss for encoder Ef , Ee,cont as follows:

Lencoder,cont =
1

N

∑
{h[Dcont(Ef (yf ))−

1

N

∑
Dcont(Ee,cont(ye))]+

g[Dcont(Ee,cont(ye))−
1

N

∑
Dcont(Ef (yf ))]}

(3)

• Event Discriminator loss: There is a discriminator
network to differentiate fake events and real events.
The purpose of this discriminator network is to make
fake events and real events have the same distribution.
We use a relativistic average discriminator[20]:

Ldis,e =
1

N

∑
{g[De(ye)−

1

N

∑
De(fake)]

+ h[De(fake)−
1

N

∑
De(ye)]}

(4)

• Similarly, the generator loss is:

Lgen,e =
1

N

∑
{h[De(ye)−

1

N

∑
De(fake)]+

g[De(fake)−
1

N

∑
De(ye)]}

(5)

• Orthogonal Normalization: Lorth, introduced in
BigGAN [3], and is imposed on discriminators. This
regularization term is crucial to stabilize the training.

Lorth = β||WTW � (1− I)||2F , (6)

where W is the weight matrix, 1 is the matrix where all
elements are 1, I is the identity matrix, � is element-
wise multiplication, and denotes ∥·∥F Frobenius norm.

We can minimize sum of all or a reasonable subset of
above loss terms for domain alignment [39]. In this work,
we propose two novel ideas based on contrastive learning
and uncorrelated conditioning for further improvement.

• Constrastive Learning: Figure 3 visualizes our
pipeline for computing this term.

Figure 3: Contrastive learning loss, used for all 3 encoders.

The goal is to use augmentation and generate differ-
ent versions of an image and enforce them to share
the same feature representations in the latent space
[15, 5, 6]. Contrastive learning loss serves as a con-
straint to help convergence to a better solution. While
constrastive learning algorithms usually use negative
samples as well, we only consider positive samples.
Denote f(·) as encoder plus average pooling. Then
f(y) and f(y′) will be two feature vector representa-
tions of a single input y, produced using augmentation.
We then enforce the following hard equality constraint:

⟨f(y), f(y′)⟩
||f(y)||2 · ||f(y′)||2

= 1, (7)

where ⟨·, ·⟩ denotes vector inner product and || · ||2 is
l2-norm. We enforce this constraint on outputs of all
the three encoders for data from both domains.

• Uncorrelated Conditioning: to the best of our knowl-
edge, imposing this constraint on two different features
which extracted from the same input is unprecedented.
In most tasks, we mostly care about objects captured
in an image. The intuition behind this loss is to benefit
the full information content of an image. In addition to
objects in an image, e.g., a pedestrian, we can deduce
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Figure 4: Uncorrelated Conditioning

other information from the totality of an image. For
example, whether the image is blurred or not, whether
the image is taken at a day or a night, whether the cam-
era is high-resolution or low-resolution, whether it is
taken by a frame camera or an event camera, etc. These
are also features we can extract from images. How-
ever, these properties are uncorrelated to each other,
i.e., whether the image is blurred or not can tell noth-
ing about whether there is a pedestrian in the image,
whether the image is taken at a day or a night can tell
nothing about the quality of the used. Our idea is to
train the model not only to extract features about ob-
jects inside an image, but also to extract domain fea-
tures. Hence, we need to extract features from event
data because objects captures by event cameras look
different from the same objects captured by a frame
cameras. This is the major reason that we produce
fake or translated event images. Therefore, we need to
impose uncorrelated constraint on the object features
and event camera features, e.g., whether an object is
a pedestrian or something else in the frame image can
tell nothing about how the corresponding event image
would look like. Similarly, how an event image looks
like would reveal no information about the content of
the event image. We enforce this intuition using the
uncorrelated conditioning constraint:

⟨fe,a(ye), fe,c(ye)⟩
||fe,a(ye)||2 · ||fe,c(ye)||2

= 0, (8)

where fe,a(ye) and fe,c(ye) are the two feature vector
representations of attribute and content, respectively,
for the same event ye. The constraint in Eq. 8 helps to
decorrelate attribute and content for events.

We further denote ffr(yf ) as the content vector for frame
yf . We add the above two terms to the optimization objec-
tive function as two additional regularizing loss terms:

min
∑
ye,yf

− λ1 · ⟨fe,a(ye), fe,a(y
′
e)⟩

||fe,a(ye)||2 · ||fe,a(y′
e)||2

− λ2 · ⟨fe,c(ye), fe,c(y
′
e)⟩

||fe,c(ye)||2 · ||fe,c(y′
e)||2

−
λ3 · ⟨ffr(yf ), ffr(y

′
f )⟩

||ffr(yf )||2 · ||ffr(y′
f )||2

+ λ4 · |
⟨fe,a(ye), fe,c(ye)⟩

||fe,a(ye)||2 · ||fe,c(ye)||2
|,

(9)

where λ1, λ2, λ3 and λ4 are regularization parameters.

5. Experimental Results
Our implementation code is included as a supplement.

5.1. Experimental Setup

Datasets: We evaluated our approach on N-
Caltech101[35] and CIFAR10-DVS[23] event dataset.

• N-Caltech101[35] is an event classification dataset
which is the event-based version of the Caltech101[60]
dataset. Hence, we can define a UDA task to adapt
a model from Caltech101 to N-Caltech101. The N-
Caltech101 dataset events are paired with the Cal-
tech101 dataset RGB images. During training, the in-
put RGB images and events are not paired and the label
of events are not provided either. Both Caltech101 and
N-Caltech101 are split into 45% training set, 30% val-
idation set, and 25% test set. Our test set set is exactly
the same as previous works. We reduced the size of
training set due to our very tight computing resources.

• CIFAR10-DVS[23] dataset is the event version of
CIFAR10[22]. There exists a huge gap between CI-
FAR10 and CIFAR10-DVS, i.e. CIFAR10 is a rela-
tively easy dataset while CIFAR10-DVS is much more
challenging. The large gap poses difficulty to per-
form UDA. Additionally, CIFAR10 and CIFAR10-
DVS datasets are not paired. To our best knowledge,
we are the first one to try UDA approach on CIFAR10-
DVS. Following the literature, both CIFAR10 and
CIFAR10-DVS are split into 5/1 training/testing splits.

Data Augmentation for Contrastive Learning: To
compute the constrastive learning loss, we randomly ap-
plied color jitter, Gaussian blur, random resize, random
affine, random crop, and random flip on frame images to
generate the augmented versions. In the events domain, we
used random event shift, random flip, random resize, and
random crop. These diverse transformations help improve
the generalizability of our model and increasing model ro-
bustness with respect to domain shift in the input spaces.
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Architecture of Networks: we used the first half of a
ResNet18[16], except tath the first Conv layer is changed to
allow for different input sizes and max pooling layers are
removed. The classifier is assumed to be the second half of
ResNet18. Hence, we align the distributions in the middle
layer of ResNet. Discriminator networks are simple CNNs.

Optimization: R-Adam optimizer [26] is used with
β1 = 0, β2 = 0.999 with lr = 10−4, and an exponen-
tial decay rate of 0.95. We train on GeForce RTX 2080 Ti
GPU. For Caltech101 and N-Caltech101, the batch size is 7
and for CIFAR10 and CIFAR10-DVS, the batch size is 21.

5.2. Performance Results

We first report our performance on the two benchmarks
and compare our results against existing SOTA event-based
UDA methods. In our results, We have also included re-
sults for a second group of supervised learning algorithms
that benefit from transfer learning, but assume event la-
bels are accessible during training. All supervised methods
on CIFAR10-DVS designed new models specific to events
and used different way to represent events. We have also
included a “Baseline” version of our approach which is
trained using all loss functions, except contrastive learning
and uncorrelated conditioning. We refer to our method as
Domain Adaptation for event data using Contrastive learn-
ing and uncorrelated Conditioning (DAEC2) in our tables.

Tables 1 and 2 present our results. As it can be seen from
the tables, even a Baseline version of our approach achieves
3.8% and a 3.1% increased performances on N-Caltech101
and CIFAR10-DVS, respectively, over state-of-the-art UDA
algorithm. The two novel ideas that we proposed, i.e., con-
trastive learning loss and uncorrelated condition, lead an ad-
ditional 2.0% and 3.7% performance boosts, respectively,
which puts in a competitive range with supervised learn-
ing methods. Specifically, we obtain a performance bet-
ter than the best supervised model TDBN Resnet19[24] on
the CIFAR10-DVS benchmark, despite the fact that TDBN
is designed specifically to work well on event data. This
is a significant observation for practical purposes because
it demonstrates that UDA can be used to train models to
preform event tasks without data annotation. Please also
note that E2VID and VID2E methods produce videos and
use videos as a source domain, whereas we use images that
makes our approach computationally less expensive.

5.3. Ablative Experiments

We perform an ablative experiment to demonstrate that
our major ideas are crucial for improved performance. Ta-
ble 3 presents our ablative study experiments using N-
Caltech101 dataset. We have included the four possible sce-
narios for using contrastive learning and uncorrelated con-
ditioning for model adaptation. The baseline denotes using
all loss functions, except the two corresponding loss terms.

Method UDA ResNet Test Acc
E2VID[42] ✓ 34 82.1
VID2E[33] ✓ 34 80.7

BG[32] ✓ 18 84.8
Baseline ✓ 18 88.6
DAEC2 ✓ 18 90.6

E2VID[42] × 34 86.6
VID2E[33] × 34 90.6

EST[13] × 34 81.7
HATS[51] × 34 64.2
TDBN[24] × 19 78.6

Table 1: Classification accuracies on the N-Caltech101
dataset. Bold font denotes the best method in each category.

Method UDA ResNet Test Acc
BG(Our Repro.) ✓ 18 76.3

Baseline ✓ 18 79.4
DAEC2 ✓ 18 83.1

DART[40] × N/A 65.8
Spike-based BP[8] × N/A 74.8

TDBN[24] × 19 78.0

Table 2: Classification accuracies on the CIFA10-DVS
dataset. Bold font denotes the best method in each category.

Condition Validation Acc.
Baseline Without Event Attribute Encoder 80.7

Baseline 82.5
With Contrastive Learning Loss 83.6

With Uncorrelated Condition 83.7
With Both 84.4

Table 3: Ablative experiments on N-Caltech101 dataset.

We observe that extracting how objects look like under
event cameras is necessary. Each of the two novel ideas im-
proves model performance. When we use both ideas, the
performance improves compared to using the two ideas in-
dividually. These experiments demonstrate that both of our
ideas are important for obtaining an optimal performance.

5.4. Analytical Experiments

Optimal Design: we used performance on the valida-
tion set to find the optimal design for our implementation.
We explored four possibilities to implement the contrastive
learning and uncorrelated conditioning constraints:

• Directly impose constraints on feature maps: We can
use ℓ1 loss to align the two feature maps to enforce
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contrastive learning. However, it is not easy to imple-
ment uncorrelated conditioning on two feature maps.
We just naively used negative ℓ1 loss.

• Global average pooling on the feature maps: After
global average pooling, we get a vector representation.
For contrastive learning loss, we tried both ℓ2 distance
and cosine similarity, i.e., either minimize ℓ2 distance
or maximize the cosine similarity (in 4, it is − cos be-
cause the loss is the negative of cosine similarity). For
uncorrelated conditioning, the natural choice is cosine
similarity. When its value is zero, it means the two vec-
tors are uncorrelated. This means that the loss for this
constraint is the absolute value of cosine similarity.

• Adding MLP after global pooling then computing dis-
tances: SimCLR[4] showed MLP can help. The con-
straints are implemented similarly to the previous case.

• Inspired by BYOL [15], we also explored using mo-
mentum encoders and momentum MLP. As visualized
in Figure 5, the idea is when we have two encoders,
only one of them gets updated when gradient back
propagates and the other one simply copies the param-
eters using an exponential moving average. Momen-
tum MLP is used when we have one encoder but two
MLPs. One MLP gets updated with back propagation
and the other one simply copies the parameters using
exponential moving average. BYOL[15] also shows
that negative samples are not necessary. Eliminating
negative sampling allowed us to implement this condi-
tion with our limited computing resources.

Figure 5: Momentum Encoder, labelled in ME in table 4, if
under average pooling, then there is no MLP1 and MLP1’.

Results for optimal design search are presented in Ta-
ble 4, where ME means momentum encoders. If ME is
listed under Avg. Pl., then there is no MLP1 and MLP1’
in Figure 5. MM stands for momentum MLP layers. For
all MLPs, if not specified, the same MLP is used for event
content and frame content, and a different MLP is used on
event attribute. S means using the same MLP for event con-
tent, frame content, and event attribute. From the table, we

Contrastive Learning Loss Alone
No Proj. Avg. Pl. MLP

Loss ℓ1 − cos ℓ2 − cos ℓ2
Val. Acc 83.5 83.6 82.4 83.1 82.7

Uncorrelated Condition Alone
No Proj. Avg. Pl. MLP

Loss −ℓ1 | cos | | cos |
Val. Acc 82.2 83.7 82.6

Val. Acc Contrastive Uncorrelated
83.5 No Proj. ℓ1 −ℓ1 Imp.
84.4

Avg. Pl.

− cos

| cos |83.6 ℓ2
82.7 − cos ME

82.4 ℓ2 ME

82.2

MLP

− cos

| cos |

84.0 ℓ2
82.9 − cos ME

83.3 ℓ2 ME

84.2 − cos MM

82.7 ℓ2 MM

82.8 − cos S
83.5 − cos MMS

Table 4: Optimal design search by validation accuracy on
N-Caltech101 dataset for various implementations.

observe that both contrastive learning loss and uncorrelated
conditioning loss have positive contributions. However, we
conclude that the optimal design for best validation perfor-
mance is to use average pooling and apply cosine similar-
ity measure to both constraints which leads to 1.1% and
1.2% performance increases, respectively when used sep-
arately. Combining them leads to a 1.9% performance in-
crease. However, we see additional MLP layers, momentum
encoders and momentum MLP do not lead to further im-
provement. We think the reason is that an additional MLP
gives the model more flexibility to get around with these
two constraints. The purpose for these two constraints is
to guide encoders extract more informative features, but ad-
ditional MLP weakens the guidance. Momentum encoders
do not help for a similar reason: momentum encoders can-
not provide a direct guidance to the encoders. In the case of
BYOL[15], momentum encoders are helpful because cosine
similarity loss is its objective function, while we only need
additional constraints as an extra help for the encoders. We
also used a grid search on the weights of the two losses to
tune them. We found out the best values are one for both.

2D visualization of features: In order to provide an in-
tuitive justification, we used the UMap [31] visualization
tool to reduce the dimension of the data representations
in the latent embedding space to two. Figure 6 shows the
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Figure 6: UMap for data representations at the model output layers using the test data of CIFAR10 and CIFAR10-DVS.

Figure 7: Images generated by
three models. The input frame
and event are draw from test set,
and they are not paired. A ran-
dom event from test set is paired
with a frame, which is not shown.
Green circles indicate that unnec-
essary lines are present in events
generated by baseline model but
should be discarded. These lines
are boundaries of input frames, and
are successfully discarded when
contrastive learning loss and un-
correlated conditioning are intro-
duced.

UMap [31] on the output of last layer of the classifier. All
inputs are draw from test sets of CIFAR10 and CIFAR10-
DVS. we observe that in both baseline and DAEC2 is effec-
tive and the two empirical distributions are aligned; how-
ever, class clusters are more separated and have less overlap
when DAEC2 is used. This observation demonstrates that
our algorithm improves model generalizability and leads to
training a model to domain shift in the input spaces.

Effect of DAEC2 on the quality of generated images:
Figure 7 presents examples of generated fake events of our
ground truth, DAEC2, baseline, and BG[32]. The inputs
are drawn from test sets of Caltech101 and N-Caltech101,
and they are not paired. A close visual inspection reveals
that our model leads to the best visual quality. Without
our constraints, the model cannot identify and discard all
useless features, i.e., the boundaries between frame images
and the padding (examples shown by green circles in Fig-
ure 7). We can see such unnecessary lines in almost every
generated event by the baseline model. Contrastive learn-
ing loss and uncorrelated conditioning successfully identify
these unnecessary features in input frames. Moreover, the

events generated by DAEC2 are clearer with fewer missing
object boundaries. Thus, we can conclude that our proposed
constraints help encoders to extract useful information and
discard unnecessary information from the unpaired images.

6. Conclusions

We introduced contrastive learning based on augmenta-
tion - invariant representation and uncorrelated conditioning
to perform UDA from frame-based data to event-based data.
Our experiments demonstrate both ideas are effective and
lead to improved performance on two event-based bench-
marks, leading to a performance comparable with super-
vised learning using annotated target domain data. Uncor-
related conditioning on features extracted on the same input
is an unprecedented ideas and its effectiveness in UDA mo-
tivates its adoption in other tasks as our future work. Given
our empirical observations, uncorrelated conditioning can
be used wherever we need to extract uncorrelated features
from one same input or improving object detection.
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